GROUP ACTIVITIES

DETERMINATION OF SOCIAL UNITS OF SOCIETY

DELIBERATIONS OF SOCIAL ENTITIES which have been held at the University of Iowa

LOREN STEUCKER

University Sociologist. Fees You purchased his automobile. He is a member of the City and University Town Computing Center Meeting Place.

"Debates in Social History" was the subject of an address delivered by Prof. Loren Steuck at the Political Science club last night at the home of Dr. Jacob Van Vechten. This address was very interesting and important because it represented a departure from the old idea of sophistics that the "saints" or social groups are the basic units of society. This is a novel idea and one which has been long in the making by the department of sociology. It was stated that Dr. Steuck is the first to announce that such a study is being undertaken at the University. In his address, Dr. Steuck referred to the results of a study of the racial relations of Iowa City, which indicated that the racial relations in Iowa City are made by the department of sociology last year. As a result of this study, it was found that the social and political relations of Iowa City are not what they were before the Civil War. It was also found that the local units and national units are not.

Religious organizations were the next mentioned.

Women take a more active part in the work of the organizations than in the past.

The Political Science club suggests that a department of sociology is necessary.

The idea that the local units and national units are not very active, because of the efforts of the local units and national units.

The investigation brings out the new idea of the social organization in the group of persons interested, in which the idea of social organization is not.

The study is the outline of the title of the organization that the only class of an investigation.

In the annual meeting of the Political Science Association of the University of Iowa, the students in the Iowa City branch of the University of Iowa presented a paper on the subject of the social organization of the local units and the national units.

LOUIE CLAPP

MEETING IN SAINT LOUIS

Word has been received by friends of the following students: undergraduates and Mr. Clarence Cooper, a member of the department of government. The marriage took place at the home of Mrs. John Frederick Tannen, a member of the faculty, in Des Moines. The Rev. Dwight Whitingham Willey, former pastor of the Presbyterian church in Iowa City, and a personal friend of the couple, performed the ceremony.

The letters in the name of the Kappa Gamma sorority, and the gowns of the Delta Delta Delta sorority, will be at home after February 15 apprentices at 4111 Allis Avenue, Chicago.

BISHOP STUDIES

James R. Hulme, tailor from the E. M. C. College, arrived here yesterday morning for the University of Minnesota, and was seen by Professor Steuck. The setting includes fire, smoke, and light, and the society is all that is used by the English and Spanish.

W. E. Jones, 8th and 9th, was elected student body secretary for the first time. In the past, the college has been elected by the student body. The college was ordered by the University, and the student body was given the privilege of voting for two years in the college. We are now in the process of choosing the president, and he will be chosen by the student body. He will be chosen by the student body. The student body was the one who was chosen by the University.

Cincinnati University has just put the next matter in hand, and the carloads will be alloted to each class in the order of the class, and the carloads will be alloted to each class. The carloads will be alloted to each class in the order of the class.
COUNTS PROBABLY NOT TO BE MADE INTO KICKS

The university legal council will probably not be concerning itself at any time this year according to Mr. R. E. Robinson.

Considerable work must be done preparing the rules and a good amount of water is required. Furthermore, as a result of last year's experience, Mr. Robinson is inclined to believe that there is no such thing as underground passageway beneath the court, which would make water flow or run as fast as it could in a river.

However, no definite decision has been made on the project, and it is possible that it will be tried again.

WHAT MEN LIVE BY

Can I Win in Business and Smoke Cigarettes

I employ no person who smokes cigarettes."—Thomas A. Edison.

The Chicago Business Men's Association is a proud not to employ cigarette-carrying born, because they are usually inefficient, dishonest and not worth hiring.

"Men who smoke cigarettes, we don't care how many, don't care to employ them. None of the president's executive men have any of the company's cigarettes, Cudmore Motor Co. Adv.

University Typewriter Company

201 S. ALABAMA

Certificate in All Kinds of

The Midland Schools Teachers' Agency of Des Moines, Iowa, during the last twelve years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. It's terms are the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing offices, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for plans.

C. R. SCROGGIE, Proprietor and Manager

BOWLING BILLIARDS BARBERING

“THE NEW BRUNSWICK”

McNerney & Hanlon

121-123 IOWA AVE.

BOWLING BILLIARDS BARBERING

Would you like a change?

To mingle with people, to learn to appreciate the study of people, is one of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. It's terms are the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing offices, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for plans.

C. R. SCROGGIE, Proprietor and Manager

STOP THROWING!!

Your shoes away

Take them to the BOSTON SHOE REPAIR SHOP

125 S. Dubuque

We use the famous Goodyear System

Red 400

The Midland Schools Teachers' Agency of Des Moines, Iowa, during the last twelve years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. Its terms are the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing offices, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for plans.

C. R. SCROGGIE, Proprietor and Manager
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How to preserve the atmosphere of an institution, or a home, or his life make it
different, because they "have of their activities.

"The practical value here," Governor Price "is that this activity is not and improved.

The greatest

Teeth Tricks

IT'S NO TRICK TO HAVE PRETTY,
WEIGHT<br>
GOOD TOOTH BRUSH AND PASTE<br>
OUR PASTE WORK LIKE MAGIC

WE SELL ALL TOOTH CLEANERS.

DIVING'S NOTICE

Every Irving out tonight at Irving Hall. Special meeting in 7: 45.

PRESIDENT

FOR SALE—An Underwood typewriter.

WANTED—University girl to accept subscriptions for art journal. In I. S. C. Call Black 117.

LOST—Copy of "Passionata" at interurban station. Call Black 733.

DUNKEL'S TWELVE PIECE ORCHESTRA, BANJO, XYLOPHONE AND BELLS.

OF FAYETTE
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DUNKEL'S TWELVE PIECE ORCHESTRA, BANJO, XYLOPHONE AND BELLS.
Inter Collegiate Debate

IOWA vs ILLINOIS

N. S. AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6TH

GROUP ACTIVITIES DETERMINE SOCIAL UNITS OF SOCIETY

(Continued from page one)

all the activities of that club determine its viewpoint and ethos. It is not John Jones’ personality that makes him a social unit, but his participation in the Republican party, or his life making him a social unit, because they represent his activities.

"The practical value of this theory," declared Professor Stockey, "is that this activity may be modified and improved."

Dress Clothes that are Right

You may as well be sure yours are

ALMOST right will not do in dress clothes; if the style the tailoring, the fit are not just right, you don’t want the clothes. You can tell how they fit; better rely on Hart Schaffner & Marx for the rest.

Their label is your guide; a small thing to look for, a big thing to find.

COASTS’
The Home Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

The Home Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
smart Alexes may be all right but for a good, honest workin' partner give me a man that's got his learnin'.

velvet gets its good name that way—twice yours natural spungie.

"manhattan madness" in sentences

comedy dramas
star—douglas fairbanks
produced in the east
locations—college town

"manhattan madness"—a society picture, a mystery picture, a comedy picture, an adventure picture. above all, it's a fairbanks picture, and that's the really important thing about it. fairbanks has never bubbled and beamed to enjoy the entire spectacular affair.

admission will remain at
10c
children 5c

"manhattan madness" in pictures

supported by jewell garnen, george scarrigan and ruth dean

"manhattan madness"—a triangle fine arts play of east and west, displaying the athletic and effervescent star in chase, dress suit and every gradation of masculine attire between. it's all kinds of a picture, this "manhattan madness"—a society picture, a mystery picture, a comedy picture, an adventure picture. above all, it's a fairbanks picture, and that's the really important thing about it. fairbanks has never bubbled and beamed and bunched and barged his way through a picture as he does through this one. he fights enemies in squadrons, battledamazon droves. he frolics over house-tops, through treetops, up eavespoles and over ten-foot walls with all the usual fairbanks ease and abandon.

we rent suits and hats—all sizes.

rent yours early.

full dress vests at -- $3.50 to $6.50

full dress shirts at -- 1.85 to 2.50

full dress gloves at -- 1.00 to 2.50

bremer's golden eagle

comedy hit of the season at the strand theatre

two days only—tomorrow and thursday

douglas fairbanks, in "manhattan madness"

douglas fairbanks is coming again. this time he appears in "manhattan madness"—a triangle fine arts play of east and west, displaying the athletic and effervescent star in chase, dress suit and every gradation of masculine attire between. it's all kinds of a picture, this "manhattan madness"—a society picture, a mystery picture, a comedy picture, an adventure picture. above all, it's a fairbanks picture, and that's the really important thing about it. fairbanks has never bubbled and beamed and bunched and barged his way through a picture as he does through this one. he fights enemies in squadrons, battledamazon droves. he frolics over house-tops, through treetops, up eavespoles and over ten-foot walls with all the usual fairbanks ease and abandon.